2005 chevy cobalt oxygen sensor

For more information go to Properly functioning oxygen sensors are important when it comes
to your vehicles fuel efficiency and reducing harmful exhaust emissions. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor
part. Returns Policy. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Cobalt Oxygen Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of 70
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Wire Length Thread
Size : M Part Number: Part Number: WKP Designation: L61, Eng. Part Number: NP Quality
Universal Replacement Sensor. Part Number: BS Page 1 of 5 Showing 1 - 15 of 70 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive oxygen sensor
and is the number one choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Autometer Oxygen
Sensor - Sold individually Manufacturer Specifications: 4-wire Feb 15, Perfect fit. Arrived
quickly. Adam Hernandez. Purchased on Jan 31, Feb 14, It worked very well for my truck. Steven
Crawford. Purchased on Sep 02, Jul 31, Awesome awesome awesome. Michael Crawford.
Purchased on Jul 12, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. One problem related to o2 sensor has been reported for the Chevrolet Cobalt. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Cobalt based on all problems reported for the Cobalt.
Consumer writes in regards to ignition switch recall notice. The consumer stated the first week
of owning the vehicle, it would not start. When she called the dealer, the told her to move the
steering wheel up and down and tap on the accelerator pedal. There were times through out the
years, where the vehicle would not start. Also, the vehicle would pull to the left, the oil pan was
leaking, the ignition switch was replaced, the left turn signal was inoperable, and the oxygen
sensor was replaced. Car Problems. O2 Sensor problem 1. Other Electrical System related
problems of the Chevrolet Cobalt. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems.
Ignition problems. Ignition Switch problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition Module
problems. Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Battery problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Battery Dead problems. Horn Assembly problems. The
sensor was delivered as promise and it worked great. Thanks geeks. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accelerator Pedal. Electronic Throttle Body Actuator Connector.
Fuel Injector. Fuel Injector Connector. Fuel Injector Kit. Fuel Injector O-Ring. Fuel Injector
O-Ring Kit. Fuel Injector Rail. Fuel Injector Rail Kit. Fuel Injector Seal. Fuel Injector Seal Kit.
MAP Sensor. Oxygen Sensor Connector. Oxygen Sensor with Socket Kit. Throttle Actuator
Connector. Throttle Body. Throttle Body Gasket. Throttle Body Seal. Water Temperature Sensor.
Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY
Solutions. Spectra Premium. Standard Motor Products. Walker Products. Shop By Vehicle.
Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Click to Enlarge. Bosch Oxygen Sensor. Features:
Premium Bosch oxygen sensors are designed to improve fuel economy while reducing harmful
emissions Direct Fit includes OE Connector for easy installation Performance meets or exceeds
OE specifications True Direct-fit OE connectors and harness. Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Upstream.
Product List Price:. Features: OE-Equivalent. Direct fit for easy installation. OE Style connectors
and wire lengths. Base ceramic probe of Zirconium and Yttrium. Patented Platinum Power Grid.
Fine particle filter. From overall sensor design to the critical ceramic element, Bosch is known
worldwide for quality and performance. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Spectra
Premium Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Spectra Premium Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Features:
Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards. Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed
to fit and function for your specific application. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Notes:
Oxygen Sensor -- Supercharged; L4 2. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Denso W Oxygen
Sensor. Product Remark: Original Equipment. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Denso Oxygen
Sensor. Features: Designed to detect the amount of oxygen in the exhaust system Constructed
from high quality material Features double protection layer, aluminum oxide trap layer, PTFE
filter and stainless steel housing Manufactured with precision to meet OE standards Easy
installation. Notes: Universal -- O. Quality Universal Replacement Sensor. Features:
Manufactured to the highest O. Walker Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Features: Designed to meet
or exceed OE specifications in form, fit and function. Direct fit replacement. Performance meets
or exceeds OE performance. Increase fuel economy and lower emissions. Walker Oxygen
Sensor - Downstream. Walker Oxygen Sensor. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Rear. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar
technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps
prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated for all

fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen
sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards. Delphi Oxygen Sensor Front. Position s Front, Rear. For the position specific to your vehicle, refer to the Application
tab. Features: NTK oxygen sensors heat up rapidly to meet requirements of the vehicle to
improve fuel economy and reduce emissions. NTK's proprietary ceramic element overcoat
protects against sensor failure. NTK oxygen sensors are equipped with OEM specified
connectors and attaching hardware for easy installation. Dual-coated platinum element to
increase longevity and ensure the quickest response time. NTK is constantly improving sensor
designs to provide excellent performance and improve resistance to failure. Features: NTK is
constantly improving sensor designs to provide excellent performance and improve resistance
to failure. NTK oxygen sensors heat up rapidly to meet requirements of the vehicle to improve
fuel economy and reduce emissions. Walker Products Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Image is not
vehicle specific. Standard Motor Products Oxygen Sensor. Bosch November 9th, Posted by Bill
D. Denso And standing prices u can not beat,I recommend for any customer give the geeks a
shot. September 2nd, Posted by Hector. February 24th, Posted by O2 sensor purchase review.
April 12th, Posted by wayne. Denso W The product fit my car perfectly and it runs better now
since i got the peice. October 18th, Posted by Denso. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet
Cobalt. Catalog: A. Vehicle Chevrolet Cobalt. Catalog: Q. Catalog: C. Smart design consolidates
SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar technology covers older, conical design sensors
Patented protective sensor coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2,
hours severe thermal testing Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to
Delphi's OE standards Position: Rear Condition: New Position s Rear Shipping Options: Ground
This Part Fits:. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires Delphi planar
technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor coating helps
prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing Validated for all
fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer for oxygen
sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards Position: Front Condition:
New Position s Front, Rear. Catalog: F. Catalog: P. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days
a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your
home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. With each new model year,
manufacturers are adding more oxygen sensors to better manage engine operation. Some high
performance engines have an oxygen sensor for each cylinder as well as one for the rear of
each catalytic convertor. The sensors are located either underneath the hood or underneath the
car. The oxygen sensors are connected screwed to the exhaust pipe, either in front or back of
the catalytic converter. The front upstream sensors measure the amount of oxygen in the
exhaust system. The purpose of the front oxygen sensor s is to measure how rich or lean the
gases are as the gases exit the combustion chamber. Depending upon whether the exhaust gas
is lean high in oxygen content or rich low in oxygen content , the amount of fuel entering the
engine is adjusted by the engine management computer to try and maintain an ideal mixture
that produces the lowest emissions output from the catalytic convertor. Rear downstream
sensors are located behind the catalytic converter. The purpose of the rear oxygen sensor s is
to monitor the oxygen content of the exhaust gases leaving the catalytic convertor. If one or
more of the oxygen sensors are faulty, your car may not pass the emissions test. If you drive
your car with a faulty oxygen sensor, you may get poor gas mileage and it can damage the
catalytic converter. Keep up with the tune-ups. If check engine light is on, don't drive the car too
long without getting it inspected. If check engine light is flashing, pull over and get the car
towed to avoid costly repairs. Ask the mechanic to inspect the vacuum hoses and leaks in the
exhaust system. If the vacuum hose or exhaust system is leaking, it will display an oxygen
sensor fault code. Replacing an oxygen sensor may not fix the problem. Your vehicle has
multiple oxygen sensors, and they all help the car run optimally. The front sensors measure
how much oxygen is in the exhaust stream to measure how rich or lean the gases leaving the
gas chamber are. The rear sensors measure the oxygen content of the gases as they leave the
catalytic converter. Because cars depend on an ideal fuel-to-air ratio to function optimally, the
oxygen sensors are leaned on for engine performance. When your oxygen sensors fail your car
will run less smoothly, get worse mileage, and have worse emissions. Chevrolet Cobalt Oxygen
Sensor Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. When replacing the oxygen sensor remember: Many oxygen
sensors are damaged by leaking oil or coolant. If that is the case, the cause of that leak needs to
be identified and repaired, or else the replacement oxygen sensor will be damaged as well. New
vehicles require specific oxygen sensors, and not the universal sensors that were common

prior to How it's done: Scan the computer in the car for codes. Inspect for vacuum leaks and
holes in the exhaust system. Remove and replace the oxygen sensor if it is bad. Check
electrical connections. Check for proper operation of oxygen sensors. Clear diagnostic codes.
Test drive car. Our recommendation: Keep up with the tune-ups. What common symptoms
indicate you may need to replace the Oxygen Sensor? Check Engine light is on. Car is getting
poor gas mileage. Emission test fails. How important is replacing the oxygen sensor?
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Paul 30 years of experience. Request Paul. I needed urgent
car repair service so I called Your Mechanic. Paul did an outstanding job, very professional,
super nice and friendly, very impressed by his expertise and efficiency. Thanks, Paul! Mario 5
years of experience. Request Mario. Friendly and fast. Robert 15 years of experience. Request
Robert. Cobalt - Car is not starting - Concord, CA. He was great. Joshua 6 years of experience.
Request Joshua. Joshua was very nice and cordial. He was very quick and explained everything
in clear words! Also, I really appreciate that he was exactly on time! Thank you! How can we
help? Read FAQ. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet Cobalt Oxygen Sensor. Select your vehicle
year. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor pa
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rt. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Cobalt Oxygen Sensor. Showing
1 - 15 of 93 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part Number: Part Number: WKP Page 1 of 7 Showing
1 - 15 of 93 results. Feb 15, Perfect fit. Arrived quickly. Adam Hernandez. Purchased on Jan 31,
Nov 26, Purchased on Nov 09, May 15, Two thumbs up. Rita Bridges. Purchased on Apr 16,
Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. If the mixture contains excessive amounts of air,
the PCM will add more fuel to balance out the lean mixture. Conversely, too much fuel leads to a
rich mixture, and the computer compensates accordingly. It refers to the side where the number
1 cylinder is located. Note that there is only one bank if your car has a straight engine. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

